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Interactive NVG flight environment and  
conditions help reinforce critical night-flight 
instruction for safer NVG flight operations.  
Students need to experience and understand  
a wide variety of realistic terrain, visibility and 
illumination conditions prior to their first actual 
NVG mission. The powerful VTB classroom  
instruction saves flight hours, maximizes  
readiness and creates better prepared aircrew.

The VTB was originally designed and fielded  
to introduce the capabilities and limitations  
of NVGs to aircrew. As a state-of-the-art,  

yet cost-effective virtual computer-based  
classroom training system, the VTB outperforms 
previous NVG instruction taught with slides,  
video or the physical terrain board. 

The VTB now trains NVG users in all US  
military branches: USAF, US Army, USMC/Navy; 
US Homeland Security, other US government and 
public-use civilian agencies, and International 
military. Night Readiness has fielded systems 
worldwide supporting US coalition and  
international Allied forces.

The new VTB 3.0 Training System includes five 
robust training lessons demonstrating critical 
NVG characteristics to operators for both initial 
and refresher training. Plus an interactive 
“free-fly” training flight section offers in-depth 
options for lunar illumination, weather, visibility, 
database locations and aircraft formation.  
Easily integrates into each customer’s unique 
training needs. 

Five NVG training lessons and fully  
customizable free-flight section:
1. Illumination and Contrast
2. Lighting Effects
3. Shadow Effects
4. NVG Operating Environment*

5. Misperceptions and Illusions*

6. Interactive free-fly training flights*

* New lesson for 3.0 product release

The Virtual Terrain Board (VTB) 3.0 Training System from Night  

Readiness, LLC is a high-fidelity, state-of-the art, virtual Night Vision 

Goggle (NVG) classroom training system. Designed to teach the  

capabilities and limitations of NVGs to all operators, the VTB 3.0  

delivers practical, hands-on, real-world NVG academic training to your 

NVG users. The result is a readiness advantage in preparing for safe,  

reliable night operations. Using Night Readiness’ proprietary virtual night vision environment  

technology, the new VTB 3.0 allows rapid, dynamic, realistic NVG effects on all types of terrain  

recognition and environments; all easily demonstrated and controlled by the classroom instructor.

Virtual Terrain BoardTM Providing the ultimate  

realistic and interactive NVG classroom training 

experience at an affordable price

VTB Helps Ensure Optimum Mission Readiness

Thorough NVG Training Classroom Curriculum

Feature-rich Virtual Technology



VTB daytime view

VTB unaided/out-the-window view

VTB aided NVG view

• Dynamic, interactive 3-D fly-through moving models 

• Dramatic, new real-time NVG environments 

• User-selectable views depict all NVG conditions  
of lunar illumination, shadows and lighting effects

• Provides NVG “stimulate” (with NVGs) views as well  
as unaided (without NVGs) out-the-window views 

• Realistic, highly detailed, additional NVG terrain databases

• Features visibility restrictions and weather conditions

• Interactive, easy-to-use, new Instructor Operator Station  
(IOS) NVG compatible touch screen simplifies NVG  
courseware delivery

• Comprehensive NVG courseware supports initial  
and recurrent NVG training

• Supports rotary and fixed-wing platforms

• Full academic NVG curriculum included

Feature-rich Virtual Technology



A company dedicated to giving your night 
operations a night readiness edge. Based in 
Chandler, Arizona, Night Readiness, LLC delivers 
high-fidelity, state-of-the-art, yet cost-effective 
Night Vision Goggle training systems to military, 
(US and International), law enforcement, emer-
gency medical services and other government  
and public-use civilian agencies.

Our chief personnel have deep roots and exten-
sive experience in USAF Special Operations and 
NVG training. They are backed by our technical 
staff of experienced system engineers, analysts 
and software database modelers.

The VTB 3.0 provides an immersive NVG  
classroom environment with a small footprint, 
high-resolution digital projection system driven 
by multi-spectral, physics-based databases. 
Night Readiness’ new VTB 3.0 release is the only 
comprehensive classroom-based NVG training 
package that includes a flexible, interactive, practical 
NVG ground curriculum along with its hardware 
and software. Each VTB training system is deliv-
ered and installed by Night Readiness staff and 
includes personal training of our proprietary  
NVG academic lessons to your NVG instructors.

Full curriculum, hardware and software

Digital DLA projector with custom lens filter

High-performance computers loaded with  
high-fidelity NVG database imagery for  
NVG training lessons and free-flights 

Hand-held instructor controller

Instructor Operator Station with  
easy-touch screen (IOS)* 

Custom black projection screen 

VTB Instructor Guide 

Five academic NVG training lessons  
plus a free-flight training section

* New with 3.0 product release

Complete NVG Training Package 

ITAR Controlled: The Virtual Terrain Board ( VTB) Training System is controlled for export purposes under the International Traffic in Arms Regulation 
(ITAR), Title 22, Code of Federal Regulations part-120-130. The VTB requires authorization by the US Department of State, Office of Defense Trade Controls, 
prior to export or transfer to a non-US Person. Contact Night Readiness, LLC for details.                  © 2010 Night Readiness, LLC   All rights reserved
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Night Readiness, LLC may at any time and without notice, make changes  
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or commercializing them. The Night Readiness, LLC and the VTB (Virtual  
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